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A memorable experience in the heart of Sukhumvit
 featuring five-star service.
Location, location, location! Night Hotel Bangkok is located down a quiet soi (Side Street) in the heart of Thailand’s capital on Asok – Sukhumvit Road, only steps away from the BTS Skytrain, MRT Subway, Shopping Mall Terminal 21, Korean Town, night markets and nightlife. Which will you indulge in first?
 
 Stay with us at Night Hotel Bangkok in the midst of it all!
 
 To read more about our outstanding surroundings and why you should stay with us, click here.






The Hotel
Your ultimate urban retreat in the heart of the city.
Traditional wai greetings, artful chedi bells and mosaic cubic architecture in a hypnotic lobby that is part high-style catwalk. Guests can go all night (and all day), amidst an eye-popping playscape of Eastern drama and Western whimsy at the ever-so-fun rooftop pool and Flava lounge & bar at our lifestyle hotel in Bangkok.
 
 Like Bangkok itself, Night Hotel Bangkok is a location that might even warrant a little misbehaviour– but that’s up to you.
 
 View Gallery
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Rooms
8 categories and 195 stylishly-designed rooms and suites decked with Egyptian cotton linens and duck-feather pillows to ensure you drift seamlessly into a blissful slumber.
 
 Learn More
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Bronze Queen
Spread out over 27 sq. m., the Bronze Queen room comes with a single bed, perfect for the solo traveller.
Learn MoreBronze Queen
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Bronze King
The Bronze King room is spread out over 25 sq. m. and the double bed is ideal for couples.
Learn MoreBronze King
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Silver King
The Silver King room occupies an area of 29 sq. m. and the double bed is ideal for guests traveling in pairs.
Learn MoreSilver King
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Gold King
The 36 sq. m. Gold King room comes with a double bed and is perfect for small families.
Learn MoreGold King
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Gold Twin
The Gold Twin room is spread across 36 sq. m. and can accommodate up to 2 adults and 1 child.
Learn MoreGold Twin
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Gold Suite
Spread out over 51 sq. m., the Gold Suite comes with a separate living room and can host 2 adults and 1 child.
Learn MoreGold Suite
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Platinum Suite
The 65 sq. m. Platinum Suite comes with 1 double bed can accommodate up to 2 adults and 1 child.
Learn MorePlatinum Suite
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Guest House
The 80 sq. m. Guest House comes with a living room and an extra bed, perfect for 3 adults and 2 children.
Learn MoreGuest House








Dining
Our signature restaurant, Flava, offers a diverse menu of international and Thai cuisines. Sip on handcrafted cocktails and admire the carefully curated decor at Flava Lounge & Bar, or grab a quick bite at Flava Lite Rooftop Bar & Cafe.
Learn More
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Flava Lite Rooftop Pool Bar & Cafe
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Flava Lounge & Bar
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Flava Restaurant
Learn More
Savour the best of Thai and Western cuisines made with the freshest local ingredients
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Flava Lounge & Bar
Learn More
Enjoy a wide range of carefully curated signature cocktails, imported beers and fine wines.
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Flava Lite Rooftop Pool Bar & Cafe
Learn More
Quick pick-me-ups, from ice cream to light snacks and everything in between.








Spa
Coran Boutique Spa
Our spa in Bangkok comprises 5 treatment rooms where you can indulge in treatments like our signature Thai massages, foot massages, body scrubs, aromatherapy and oil massages.
Learn More
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Facilities
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Rooftop Swimming Pool
Enjoy a refreshing dip in our rooftop swimming pool, indulge in an invigorating session in the jacuzzi, or simply work on your tan on the sunbeds. Our swimming pool is operational from 8 am to 10 pm.
Learn More
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Fitness Room
If you’re feeling a little jet-lagged, get a quick workout in at our 24-hour fitness room. We have a range of equipment including treadmill, bike trainer, multifunctional weight training machine, yoga mat, elliptical machine, training bench, dumbbell set, stability ball and much more.
Learn More
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Business Centre
If you’re travelling for work or have an important call to attend to, our business centre is perfect for you. Open around the clock, it can accommodate up to 12 people, making it perfect for small meetings and training sessions as well.
Learn More
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Tuk Tuk Transportation
We aim to offer you a thoroughly authentic experience throughout your stay. That is why we offer free tuk tuk transportation between our hotel and Terminal 21-MRT/BTS Stations.
Learn More
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Pack Your Pet's Bags:
 Bangkok's Best Pet-Friendly Hotel Awaits!








TOP 
Night Hotel Bangkok
10 Sukhumvit Soi 15, Khwaeng Khlong Toei Nuea, Watthana, Krung Thep Maha Nakhon 10110, Thailand


	 info.bkk@nighthotels.com

	 reservations.bkk@nighthotels.com

	 +66 (0)2 254 8500
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